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This action is funded by the European Union, by Latvia, Lithuania and Belarus Cross-border
Cooperation Programme within the European Neighbourhood and Partnership Instrument.
The Latvia, Lithuania and Belarus Cross-border Cooperation Programme within the European
Neighbourhood and Partnership Instrument succeeds the Baltic Sea Region INTERREG IIIB
Neighbourhood Programme Priority South IIIA Programme for the period of 2007-2013. The overall
strategic goal of the programme is to enhance the cohesion of the Latvian, Lithuanian and Belarusian
border region, to secure a high level of environmental protection and to provide for economic and
social welfare as well as to promote intercultural dialogue and cultural diversity.
Latgale region in Latvia, Panevėžys, Utena, Vilnius, Alytus and Kaunas counties in Lithuania, as well as
Vitebsk, Mogilev, Minsk and Grodno oblasts take part in the Programme. The Joint Managing
Authority of the programme is the Ministry of the Interior of the Republic of Lithuania. The web site of
the programme is www.enpi-cbc.eu.
The European Union is made up of 28 Member States who have decided to gradually link together
their know-how, resources and destinies. Together, during a period of enlargement of 50 years, they
have built a zone of stability, democracy and sustainable development whilst maintaining cultural
diversity, tolerance and individual freedoms.
The European Union is committed to sharing its achievements and its values with countries and
peoples beyond its borders.
The contents of this publication are the sole responsibility of Association Euroregion “Country of
Lakes” and can in no way be taken to reflect the views of the European Union.
Strategy 2014-2020 of Euroregion „Country of Lakes” has been elaborated within the Project „Third
STEP for the strategy of Euroregion “Country of lakes” – planning future together for sustainable social
and economic development of Latvian-Lithuanian-Belarussian border territories/3rd STEP” "3-rd step”
(LLB-1-083), financed from European Neighbourhood and Partnership Instrument 2007-2013 Cross
Border Cooperation Programme Latvia-Lithuania-Belarus.
Strategy has been elaborated bu «Grupa93" Ltd, under contract with the Bureau of Latvia Evroregiona
"Country of Lakes" c 1 March 2013 on 31 August 2014.
Strategy has been approvad by Euroregion "Country of Lakes" Council in Utena, Lithuania, June 6,
2014.
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Introduction
Since 1998, when the Euroregion “Country of Lakes” was established, it showed itself as an innovative
implementer of projects, “platform” of friendship and successfully growing institution.
For Euroregion, which unites 31 municipality of border regions of Latvia, Lithuania and Belarus, it is
the third symbolical step – the third work strategy of the Euroregion, which expresses strong
determination, ripe cooperation, which knows the value of the experience of the Euroregion and is
sure about further success.






The first strategy of Euroregion “Country of Lakes” for 2001-2007 was worked out under support
of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Norway and Norwegian association of local and regional
municipalities. That time the Euroregion started its first projects, gained experience and studied,
widening the range of contacts, engaging new participants and partners from municipality and
state sector. During that period such projects as the project of culinary heritage, projects of cycling
routes Exciting Cycling etc. were implemented.
The second strategy for 2008-2013 was worked out under support of the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs of Latvia and became a basis for implementing responsible and big-volume projects. This
period reflected special niche of Euroregion “Country of Lakes” – attractive, exciting, innovative
projects, involving society, partners from state and municipality sectors, businesspersons,
associations, schools that obtains wide response and helped to firm the prestige of the
Euroregion. The biggest recognition
and popularity obtained the projects,
2001 – 2006
Studied
where many partners from three
countries took part, when the
interests
of
Euroregion
were
represented in large scale with
Realized their
2007 – 2013
exchange of experience between
role, expanded
municipalities,
cooperation
of
business activity, putting in order
infrastructure
in
economic
development, especially in tourism
development, implementation of
Get mature and
culinary heritage concept, sports
2014 – 2020
become a sample
championships and competitions,
assistance to culture industry of
for the others
border regions.
The third strategy of Euroregion “Country of Lakes” for 2014-2020, which work out is performed
under financial support of border cooperation of Latvia, Lithuania, and Belarus. Actually, it was
“the third step” and makes a kind of “stage of maturity” and development on the new level –
potential of Euroregion is to become a sample of demonstrating transborder cooperation of the
European Union. Proportionally accrued experience financing also increased. If up to now
Euroregion realized projects for 13 million EUR, for the next period its increase could be planned.
Ideas of projects are included into strategy, which realization costs up to 40 million EUR.
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1 EUROREGION “COUNTRY OF LAKES”
Euroregion “Country of Lakes”
(hereinafter – Euroregion) is
situated by the Eastern border of
the European Union and the NorthWest border of Belarus.

1.scheme.

Location of Euroregion

Euroregion “Country of Lakes”
represents Belarus, Latvia and
Lithuania.
Euroregion “Country of Lakes” is
one of 187 euroregions in the
European Union, established for
border
cooperation
and
is
remarkable for being the crossborder area of two different
economical zones (EU/CIS).

In comparison to Euroregions established within EU, Euroregion “Country of Lakes”, as a region,
situated by the outer border of EU, vividly represents the problems, which could be successfully
solved in transborder cooperation programmes.
Historically and geomorphologically created district of lakes gave a name to the region of cooperation
– “Country of Lakes”. In the beginning in 1998, just several municipalities cooperated. Today
Euroregion “Country of Lakes” is an association of 31 municipality of border regions of Latvia,
Lithuania and Belarus (see 2.scheme).
Association’s “Euroregion “Country of Lakes”” activities is aimed on firming the transborder
cooperation, exchange of experience and motivating integrated territorial development in accordance
with priorities of the European Union. Association “Euroregion “Country of Lakes”” carries out projects
within 3rd target programme the Structural Fund of the European Union “European Territorial
Cooperation”.
Euroregion area is 35.9 thousand km2, of which 15.2 thousand km2 (42 %) are located in Belarus, 12,1
thousand km2 (34 %) in Latvia, and 8,6 thousand km2 (24%) – in Lithuania.
839 thousand people live in the territory of the region, 391.5 thousand (46%) of them lives in Belarus,
275.6 thousand (33%) – in Latvia and 172 thousand (21%) – in Lithuania. In the ethnic composition of
Euroregion Slavic nations dominate – 40% of inhabitants are Belarusians, 20% Russians (2/3 of them
live in Latgale) and 4% Poles (60% of them in Latgale). The Balts make just 33% of inhabitants of the
euroregion, 18% Lithuanians, and 15% Latvians. Besides major population of big cities of Latvia and
Lithuania (Daugavpils, Rezekne and Visaginas) consists of Russians.
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2.scheme.

Territory of Euroregion “Country of Lakes”

In the beginning of 2013, 61-62% of population of Euroregion lived in cities. The highest level of
urbanization in Euroregion was on Belarussian part (70%). At the same time on Lithuanian part only
43% of population and 61% of population of Latvia live in cities. The biggest cities of Euroregion are:
Novopolock (107 thousand), Polotsk (84 thousand), Daugavpils (89 thousand), Rezekne (31 thousand),
Utena (28 thousand), Visaginas (21 thousand), Pastavy (20 thousand), Hlybokaye (19 thousand) and
Anyksciai (10 thousand). The other cities of Euroregion have less than 10 thousand population.
Hydrographic net contains of rivers Daugava, Narva and Neman. Daugava (or Western Dvina) is one of
the biggest 10 rivers in the basin of the Baltic Sea (length is 1005 km). The biggest lakes of Euroregion:
the biggest – Razna lake (57810 ha), the deepest lake in the Baltic states Dridzis (64 m), as well Osveya
and Visaginas lakes. Specially should be marked the transbordering (guarded) lake Ricci of 12.86 km2,
5.88 km2 of which in the territory of Latvia. In the territory of Belarus the lake has 9 islands.
Euroregion is situated in transitional forest zone, where pine trees grow together with broadleaf trees.
That defines biodiversity of Euroregion. Relatively big territories are under meadows and marshes.
Total length of borders between countries is 463 km. Length of the border between Latvia and
Lithuania is 78 km of 588 km – total length of borders of the countries; between Latvia and Belarus –
161 km of 171 km of the common border between the countries, bet between Lithuania and Belarus –
224 km of 660 km. length of state borders directly between euroregion’s members are 383 km.
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Alongside Latvia and Lithuania entering the EU customs control has totally changed (just on selective
basis). Border control on the border of Latvia and Lithuania was terminated from December 21, 2007,
when Latvia and Lithuania entered the Schengen agreement.
Six border points between Latvia, Belarus and Lithuania and main transport corridors play an
important role in the cross border daily life: Paternieki (LV) – Grigorovschina (BY) on the motorway
A6/P20, Silene (LV – Urbani (BY) on the motorway P68/P3, railway border crossing point Indra (LV) –
Bigosovo 2 (BY), Medumi (LV) - Smelyne (LT) on the motorway A13/A6 or E262, Zemgale (LV) –
Turmantas (LT) and Demene (LV) –Tilza (LT).
There are no big airports in the territory of Euroregion, from which national companies perform their
flights. Regional airport on Belarussian side is located 9 km from Polotsk. On the Latvian side – it is
planned to restore the airport near Daugavpils and Rezekne. Lithuania has established the network of
countryside airports. The closest big airports are in Vitebsk, Vilnius and Riga.
Diplomatic relationships between Latvia and Belarus were established in April 7, 1992. The Republic
of Latvia has Embassy in Minsk (officially opened in 1993) and Consulate in Vitebsk (officially opened
in 1994). The Republic of Belarus has diplomatic missions the Republic of Latvia: Embassy in Riga and
General consulate in Daugavpils (in the area of euroregion). Diplomatic relationships between the
Republic of Belarus and Lithuania were established on December 30, 1992.
Main cross-border cooperation barriers:
• difficulties in border crossings;
• high communication costs between EU countries and Belarus;
• low internet availability in rural areas.
Main problems of Euroregion:
 Depopulation
 Economic backwardness – Euroregion is located in border regions, suffers from “roadside” effects.
 Very high level of unemployment of the Latvian and Lithuanian side.
Main advantages of Euroregion:
 Long-term cooperation experience (more than ten years).
 Successful experience in projects – realized innovative, creative projects, which obtained good
results and positive answer from local inhabitants, widened range of Euroregion partners.
 Location on the outer EU border creates a potential for good transborder projects in order to
show essential solutions of preborder areas.
 National support and diplomatic hepl in order to cooperate in implementing projects between EU
and CIS countries create “international sounding”.
 EU politics of territorial cooperation and financial support of bordering cooperation programs.
 The territory of Euroregion is easily accessible from EU, CIS, and Scandinavia.
 Euroregion contains bigger cities (which population is around 100 thousand) - Novopolock,
Polotsk, Daugavpils and a net of small towns.
 Significant total length of the direct border between euroregion’s memebers – 383 km.
 Good quality of the environment in the territory of Euroregion.
 Big number of lakes – special natural uniqueness.
 Involving other organizations in border projects and cooperation with national organizations (road
traffic, environmental protection etc.).
 Offering successful, creative, interesting projects for very new level of solving specific questions of
Euroregion. Not to lose interesting projects – cycling, rural tourism.
 Active participation in promoting worldwide accepted values and nowadays solutions in using ICT,
cultural heritage, clean environment, health (including healthy meal, active lifestyle etc.),
effectiveness of energy, education, qualification and labour productivity.
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3.scheme.

Political and economic context of Euroregion “Country of Lakes”

During the period from 1999 to 2008, Euroregion “Country of Lakes” carried out projects for the total
amount of 2,235 million EUR. During the period from 2007 to 2013 Euroregion carried out projects for
the total amount of 10,65 million EUR, providing co-financing for average 11%, including seven big
projects from 200 thousand EUR (Nature therapy) up to almost two million EUR (EstLatRus Traffic).
So far, the Euroregion has managed 12,9 million euros, which means that the Euroregion "Country
of Lakes" has considerable experience and skills.
1.table. Summary of implemented projects of Euroregion „Country of Lakes”
Time of
Project
Financing
implementatiion
1. Creation of Latvian and Belarussian
ЕС Phare CREDO programme
1999-2000
information centre
2. Working out strategy of Euroregion “Country Norwegian association of local
2001-2002
of Lakes”
authorities
3. International youth environmental camps
Norwegian association of local
2000-2002
authorities
4. Informational project of the euroregion
Norwegian association of local
2002
authorities
5. Firming administrative structures of
Norwegian association of local
2002
Euroregion
authorities
6. Sport games and international conference in Balvi district council and local
2002
Latgale on “Bordering cooperation as an
municipalities
impetus for further development”
7. “Management and marketing of the rural
TACIS CBC programme
2002
tourism in Euroregion “Country of Lakes””
8. “Stimulation of development of small and
PHARE Border Cooperation
2002-2003
medium business in the territory of Euroregion Programme
“Country of Lakes””
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Project
9. Culinary service network in Latgale (Latgale
CUISINE) basing on Culinary concept (LV, LT)

Financing

PHARE Border Cooperation
Program “Special arrangements
in the interest of the Baltic Sea
region”;
Foundation of small projects
10. “Culinary heritage as a method of Interreg IIIA Programme
development regional tourism network in
Euroregion “Country of Lakes” (acronym
“Discover the Region of Lakes!”) (LV, LT, BY)
11. “Bicycle. Development of route network
Interreg IIIB Programme
“The Baltic Country of Lakes”
12. Harmonic cross-border cooperation to
Latvian - Lithuanian Crossimprove road safety - Latvian Lithuanian
Border Cooperation Programme
territory („LatLit Traffic”) (LV, LT)
13. Water Environment Protection and Grain
Estonian - Latvian - Russian
Lifestyle Measures Development in Latvia and
Cross-Border Cooperation
Russia Border Regions („Aqua Life”) (LV, RU)
Programme
14. „Increasing traffic system’s capability within Estonian - Latvian - Russian
EE-LV-RU international importance transport
Cross-Border Cooperation
corridors” („EstLatRus Traffic”) (EE, LV, RU)
Programme
15. „Tartu, Rezekne, Pskov: Green
Estonian - Latvian - Russian
Management for Urban Development &
Cross-Border Cooperation
Planning in EE-LV-RU Border Capitals
Programme
GreenMan” („GreenMan”) (RU, EE, LV)
16. „Nature Therapy for the Improvement of
Estonian - Latvian - Russian
Equal Living Standards in Latvia-Russia Border
Cross-Border Cooperation
Areas” („Nature Therapy”) (LV, RU)
Programme
17. „Development of co-operation platform for Latvian - Lithuanian CrossLatvian and Lithuanian vocational schools and
Border Cooperation Programme
entrepreneurs” („Educate For Business”) (LT,
LV)
18. „Third STEP for the strategy of Euroregion
Latvian - Belarus Cross Border
“Country of lakes” – planning future together
Cooperation Programme
for sustainable social and economic
development of Latvian-Lithuanian-Belarussian
border territories” (3rd STEP) (LT, LV, BY)
19. „Improvement of Latvian-Belarusian cross
Latvian - Belarus Cross Border
border accessibility and connectivity through
Cooperation Programme
simplified border crossing point Kaplava-Plusi”
(„Neighbours’ road”) (LV, BY)
20. „Promotion of Healthy Lifestyle in Border
Latvian - Belarus Cross Border
Regions of Latvia and Belarus” („Move for Life”) Cooperation Programme
(LV, BY)

Time of
implementatiion
2003-2004

2005-2006

2005-2007
2009-2011

2013-2014

2012-2014

2012-2014

2013-2014

2012-2014

2013-2014

2013-2014

2013-2014
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2 VISION FOR 2020

Preamble
Our vision is mainly about cooperation, friendly communication, and the development of Euroregion
"Country of Lakes" as an organization to develop border territory of Euroregion.
This is based on the relatively small amount of funding (the amount of Euroregion project for the
whole period of programming even incomparable with the annual investment of one partner) as well
as the fact that at the disposal of Euroregion is no legal and administrative tools that allow to
influence directly the position in any of the fields or in the region in general.
Euroregion contributes in the development of border areas indirectly; implementing projects and in
the niches that are not included in the direct management function. Actions of Euroregion estimated
number of joint activities, joint projects and joint ventures.
Participation in the euroregion makes the life of our partner municipalities better and richer. This is an
opportunity to "know my country" - to know Latvia, Lithuania and Belarus, thus cooperate at the
international level. This possibility of cooperation with other Euroregions.
Programmes under 3rd target of “European Territorial Cooperation” will go on for the planning period
from 2014 to 2020, so financing for cross border cooperation projects will be available also for
euroregion"Country of Lakes".
Euroregion "Country of Lakes" developed its approach or principles for over ten years. Our approach
characterizes:
 Innovative solutions for solving urgent problems of the society, which is important in each partner
country.
 Activities of Euroregion "Country of Lakes" are project oriented. Projects vary the focus of
transboundary cooperation.
 Euroregion is not a planning region or administrative region. Euroregion approach can be
described as "acupuncture project" - touch areas and a variety of topics. Activities (and funding) of
Euroregion "Country of Lakes" does not overlap with the public sector, and its complement climate change, energy efficiency (heating, upgrade Accommodation, lighting), transport, natural
therapies, tidying up of lakes, education etc. Projects of Euroregion "Country of Lakes" occur in
different places of Euroregion.
 Democratic involvement of all of partners in the implementation of projects and the satisfaction
of the involved partners. If one partner has participated in the project, the next project is invited
to another - so that was the opportunity to participate in all of partners.
 Specialization and the role of partners. Based on his or her interests, each partner defines the
role of cross-border cooperation. In the chosen specialization partner purposefully and
accumulates in depth knowledge and practical experience and shares in projects with other
partners, with partners with a similar specialization - exchanges of experience.
 The principle of "If you do not share with a neighbour, do not get myself." Competition is not
suitable for Euroregion. Euroregion teaches to cooperate, work together and share.
 Projects that meet real needs. Local governments and administrations, performing daily duties,
there are situations in which existing tools, budget and specialists difficult to solve. Euroregion is
another possibility. This is the place where to find partners with similar needs, develop ideas and
prepare projects. Of the most common needs "to fix the street" in the euro region may grow an
idea for a new project.
10
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Projects that have emerged from risky ideas. In contrast to projects that appeared on your needs,
there are projects that are based a crazy idea. The range of partners is wide; you need the ability
to "sell", you must convince the politicians, the rest partners to find similar interests, hobbies and
goals, to discuss, to create a common understanding of the project to develop the idea in an
interesting atmosphere using creative methods.
"Average" project of Euroregion has a size of about two million, and it involves 10 partners.
Typically, not all partners can get involved. The "third step" is a unique project in which all
partners are together.
Continuity of ideas for achieving the goals. Continue successful, good projects - that is right. This
development of ideas in many stages, each time deepening the understanding, expanding the
range of partners, improving the results. For example, the idea of the project "Baltic country of
lakes" ongoing project "Bella-Dvina" etc.
Each project has an important part - teaching, social work, energy efficiency - in accordance with
certain partner’s values. The approach of Euroregion can be not to develop individual projects and
important topic to make part of a large project. Broader discussion about the project is needed at
the stage of its preparation with partners and specialists respective fields; they will find a way to
get involved. For Example:
o In the cross-border projects (maybe not all) need to make the social aspect - actions for
specific population groups, the experience of social services. For example, the project
"Olympic Games of Euroregion", based on organized volunteer in the Lebanese Territory
sedentary volleyball occurring now in its fifth year, it is possible to supplement Paralympic
games of Euroregion.
o In the cross-border projects involve "compulsory" partner - educational institution to new
ideas spread in the school environment so teachers can learn to familiarize school with
new methods, partners and places of Euroregion.
Exchange of experiences. In one project with one another complements with knowledge and
experience, and thus all the partners become more powerful, skilled and capable. In cross-border
projects of Euroregion a wide range of partners (up to 10). This means read, create contacts, and
make friends with a much larger number of people than is offered by other projects.
In order to live comfortably in the Euroregion! Therefore, that people of Euroregion could
improve the living conditions without changing its basic values, without leaving in search for
better work, not leaving home and birthplace!

We have our own method of "acupuncture" cooperation projects!
Principles of cooperation or "acupuncture cooperation projects":
• Each partner defined its main interests (3-5), or needs, which makes it possible to find
partners with similar interests and develop the project;
• Euroregion provides an easy way of communication, to work in a good team;
• Interests of partners converge in unique, innovative, interesting projects of Euroregion.
In the projects of Euroregion 3 categories can be marked:
• "Stars" - the most important, priority, interesting and innovative projects;
• "With Berry" - a very necessary partners, each with its own "berry";
• “Future projects" - those that will be formulated later.
"Stars" play a significant role in the economic and social development of Euroregion, attract
partners and can achieve a wide resonance in the society and institutions. We wish to
implement the project "Green Corridor" to improve the border crossing, "Project markets" on
the development of products of Euroregion and assistance of the local economy, "water The
project" the availability of the lakes, and the project "Micro Light" about small actions, saving
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money and increasing energy efficiency. These are projects that continue the idea of previous
successful projects Green Man, Bella Dvina, Bella Cuisine and raises them to a new level.
Projects "Berries" (with a twist) to create a unique of Euroregion, awareness and a deeper
understanding of the individual, thus seeking alternative approaches for solving problems.
This group of projects includes projects sustainable transport of Euroregion, bicycle
infrastructure, natural therapies, planning parks, farms energy crops, guilds social workers,
Olympic of Euroregion, national cultures etc.
Future projects - the projects that will be developed in the subsequent process of
cooperation, in accordance with the priorities of the refined CBC programs and government
priorities for the next planning period until 2020. Future projects - it is those, which will
create new knowledge, advances in technology, such as research projects on the cultivation
of new crops in a particular body of water, or in the territory, various ICT projects etc.

Together we are the best!
The greenest Euroregion
The cleanest Euroregion
The richest Euroregion with lakes and rivers
The most sportive Euroregion.
The richest with contrasts -from horse to electric, from the stove to the solar or
thermal energy from gatherings to social networking, from the enterprise to small
businesses and manufacturers, from the palace to the bath....
Most hospitable Euroregion
The tastiest
The richest cultural heritage and traditions
The healthiest
Faster than others wishing to learn and the most capable
The most solidary Euroregion
The most optimistic Euroregion
The greenest, most healthy, clean and rich in lakes and rivers Euroregion
We have great natural wealth (forests, water, fields).
Euroregion "Country of Lakes" - a rich fish resources and opportunities for recreation. As calls
on the name "Country of Lakes", we are working to water wealth of Euroregion was available
for local residents, businesses and tourists.
Lakes and rivers are the hallmark of Euroregion. In 2020, improved access to the shores of
lakes and rivers, natural landscaped recreational facilities, developed water transport and
recreation on the water . To achieve availability of ponds and their use will be implemented
several projects with interesting ideas - project of camping, water sports etc. At the same
time, we are an example of how to preserve and protect the natural values.
We love to work and we like to cultivate the land. Almost every family has a vegetable garden
or farming, or at least a box of herbs on the balcony. Culture is the value of green agriculture
of Euroregion. It creates a regional menu, culinary quality, fills his spare time and creates
characteristic of urban and rural settlements landscapes. The project will promote the
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production of market rural products. In turn, in the Project of planning parks as a training
element, and even as an object of design of the park will be developed around the idea of
gardens.
We have clean air and water. On the territory of Euroregion is made of environmentally
friendly and healthy food, the development of alternative energy sources and improved
energy efficiency Accommodation, businesses and vehicles. In this area will be carried out
several projects -Micro Light, Green Man II, Water, Camping, project bicycles infrastructure.
The most active Euroregion
Priority of projects of Euroregion is to promote entrepreneurship. Important, anyone who
thinks as a host and to study to earn - as an entrepreneur, and farmer, producer and artisan.
"Green Corridor", Market, "Micro Light" projects and social enterprises - are the ideas that
best describe initiatives to encourage entrepreneurship of Euroregion.
The most hospitable Euroregion
In 2020 Euroregion "Country of Lakes" has become more economically developed, easier
accessible and more attractive for tourists.
We can experience the greatest variety of contrasts - from horse to electric vehicle, from the
furnace to the solar and thermal energy from gatherings to social networking, from large
companies to home production, from palaces to bathing traditions.
We will continue to delight all with our culinary heritage, natural gifts and holiday offers.
We are proud of the heritage of ethnic culture - Aukstaite dialects, Latgale, the northern
region of Belarus, spiritual heritage, cultural traditions, and authentic way of life.
Better reachable Euroregion
The territory of Euroregion is crossed by international road and rail line of good quality,
connecting with the metropolis, ports and airports in Europe and the CIS.
The internal road network of Euroregion reconstructed, providing continuity of daily work
routes on paved roads. Saved as "green road" with the greatest landscape value and the most
meandering included in the bid holidays and tourist offer of the Country of Lakes. They "lead"
to the lakes and rivers and to tourist attractions.
Most capable and willing to learn
The expression "Live and Learn" aptly describes the selected Euroregion approach to
education.
Two types of projects characterize the approach of Euroregion to the education sector:
1) Projects of cooperation of educational institutions. They continue the project "Educate for
business" of cooperation of schools and enterprises. They develop a network of services and
educational institutions.
2) Projects on "how we learn," or continuing education, distance education, events, helping
us to learn something new, make us more intelligent, skilled, skilful, help us to keep pace with
the times, helping to develop new tools information and Communication etc. In this category
of school projects are only one of the partners. In each project as a mandatory principle is
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respected "at least one partner from the field of education" to provide an opportunity to
learn by educational institutions.
The most sportive, rich cultural traditions and the healthiest
Projects of Euroregion characterize a wide range of partners and broad participation of
society. Sport and culture bring people together and create friendly relations between
people. My wish is to organize their own "Olympic Games", to develop a cool festival culture
and preserve the cultural heritage of culture identity through towns and villages.
Infrastructure of active lifestyle, equipment of cultural institutions and sports and crossborder cultural and sporting events, based on popularizing green lifestyle and knowledge of
local traditions are included in the projects "Cool Tour" project of festivals, water etc.
The most cohesive and optimistic Euroregion
Association of municipalities of three countries – as three musketeers "one for all and all for
one!". This gives us the opportunity to reach our goals. We trust and help each other therefore together we are the best!
We become stronger!
The third strategy of Euroregion "Country of Lakes" from 2014 to 2020 is actually a "third
step" and marks the "maturity" - more of partners, a deeper understanding, a broader theme,
"fatter wallet" more interest and more experience to achieve our strategic objectives.
The third step is preparing for the
development of the Euroregion to a new
level - for the fourth step:
 To serve as an example of cross-border
cooperation of the European Union
 In addition, serving its financial
instrument. Euroregion "Country of
Lakes" has proven itself as a
professional and reliable implementer
of projects from 2020 to start the
service of the funding programs of
cross-border projects, which means the
evaluation of applications projects,
financing and control. Partners will be
involved in deciding how to allocate
funding, thus better knowing the needs
of Euroregion.
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3 “ECONOMIC” PROFILE OF EUROREGION “COUNTRY OF
LAKES” (ROLE OF COOPERATION PARTNERS)

Economic profile is established identifying promising areas of business, which provide higher added
value, positively influence on employment and local economics and have potential for development.
As soon as the strategy of the region in contrast to the strategy of joint administrative areas is aimed
on transborder cooperation, big importance given to the interests of the participants and the role of
the Euroregion. Every partner defines its role, specialization, where purposefully and deeply
accumulates knowledge and experience. Exchange of experience is performed within the projects.
Economic development on the natural capital basis and its symbol “green Horse”. Each member of
Euroregion has its binding marketing “horses things”, horse farms, horse stuff, horse tourism Latgalian
trotter breed.

Partner (city)
1. Visaginas
2. Ignalina
3. Zarasai
4. Kupiškis
5. Utena
6. Svencionis
7. Anikscai
8. Braslaw
9. Pastavy
10. Hlybokaye
11. Miyory
12. Rasoni
13. Vyerhnyadzvinsk
14. Novopolock
15. Polotsk

16. Aglona

2.table. Role of the cooperation partners
Role and directions of business activity
A young and rapidly growing city. Centre of competence of Energy. New
energetic technologies. Redirection of electricity producers.
Historical cradle of cooperation of Euroregion in Lithuania. Tourism centre if
Euroregion from Lithuanian side.
Base of health and cultural tourism: tourism niche of services for families,
nature tourism, city events, city festivals.
Kupiškis - an area of ecological thinking, friendly business environment and
the people of region.
The Centre of Parks - the leader in the improvement of public space.
City of Light Industry and green management.
Centre of nature tourism: Niche of natural healing services for children and
families.
Leading health tourism resort of Euroregion: centre of cultural and natural
tourism and active recreation.
Historical cradle of cooperation of Euroregion in Belarus.
National park of Braslaw lakes.
Centre of active sports (football, volleyball), healthcare and tourism
Affiliate Centre in Belarus.
Centre for Intercultural Communication
"Green lungs” and C vitamins of Euroregion.
„Partisans of Euroregion” (museum of partisans, forest resources)
Tourism based on natural healing – products of mineral water and mud,
animal breeding skills (including horse breeding and sheep breeding).
Technogenic city, dynamic, Oil City. A young and rapidly growing city –
training centre for all new technologies.
Spiritual centre and cultural and historical centre of Euroregion (religions,
museums etc.), welcomes its gastronomic products (milk, honey, apple
festival)
Religious spiritual centre of Euroregion with offer of nature tourism.
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17. Balvi
18. Dagda
19. Karsava
20. Ludza
21. Preili
22. Kraslava

23. Daugavpils
24. Daugavpils
district
25. Livani
26. Rezekne
27. Rezekne district
28. Riebini
29. Ilukste
30. Vilani

Northern economic gates of Euroregion.
Nature and tourism training centre (water, hunting and forestry)
Gates with Russia - Logistics services near the border of Latvia-Russia.
Youth region, agricultural education and sports.
The oldest city of Euroregion, traditions and crafts centre.
Cheese, puppet, dance and sports centre of Euroregion.
Centre of cooperation of the five countries. Centre for Coordination and
advertising work of Euroregion.
Logistics services near the border of Latvia-Belarus.
Centre of Baltic culinary heritage. Horse village of Euroregion.
Creative Arts Centre (Rotko heritage, Daugavpils fortress.
Locomotive in Industry of Euroregion.
Agriculture, rural products, culinary heritage – “Granary” of Daugavpils city.
Heritage and future of glass.
Pioneer of civic participation.
Cultural Education Centre and special economic area of Euroregion.
School of potters od black Ceramic. Partner of cultural amateur performance.
“Granary” of Rezekne city (rural products, culinary heritage).
Active nature-based tourism and rest services for families.
Active nature-based tourism and rest services.
Traditions of rural fairs.
Agriculture (cattle, breeding, organic farming)
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4 STRATEGIC GOALS 2020

The strategic goals of Euroregion "Country of Lakes" for 2020:
To develop innovative and creative projects!
Being a platform for cooperation!
Promote the best Euroregion!
"To develop innovative and creative projects!" means to continue to experience stylish and
successful projects and continue to develop the idea to a new level, and to develop new and
interesting projects with transboundary impacts. In the next period, the volume of the involved
planning funding should at least double!
Euroregion accumulated experience of cross-border projects, created in close contact to work
together quickly and easily, and gained a reputation as a reliable Euroregion and convincing
implementer of projects.
Euroregion "Country of Lakes" in 2020 is ready to take responsibility for the Administrative Tools of
the cross-border program, incl. evaluation of bids project finance and control, in proportion involving
all partners.
"Being a platform for cooperation!" is a simple, friendly and free communication between partner
organizations, regular meetings, social networking, friendship between sports and cultural groups the environment in which ideas are born, fast and convenient communication due to the kept
knowledge of the Russian language, information platforms and contacts between people.
This form of cooperation, which teaches to communicate, requires the acquisition of new knowledge,
develop information and telecommunication infrastructure, create and use collaborative information
exchange platform.
Environment making to enjoy the confidence, education, economic cooperation and security in the
region.
"Promote the best Euroregion!" means investments in marketing activities of local governments,
administrations, companies, societies and places, popularizing of partners via Euroregion, projects and
international cooperation networks, including through their national governments.
"Promote the best Euroregion!" means to promote the benefits of Euroregion, which are primarily
based on the resources of nature - "Euroregion green horse and blue lakes." Means to create a
promotional image, based on respect for the principles of common unite of partners (Code Green
horse and blue lakes, logo).
These projects are popularizing regional products, companies of Euroregion, tourist offer and culture.
These are projects that characterize the value of Euroregion of partners - energy efficiency,
knowledge, natural capital, cultural heritage etc.
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These are the results of the project, worth patenting - put the letter R (reserved), (ex., A method
thermal insulation with the use of specific region of cultivated plants - flax, methods of natural therapy
etc.).
Totally, in 2007-2013 52 cross-border cooperation programs were available. Major part of them will
continue in 2014-2020, incl. European Neighbourhood and Partnership Instrument will be available for
next period nad Euroregion “Country of Lakes” will be able to use the cros border programmes:
- Latvian-Lithuanian-Belarussian cross-border cooperation program (EKPI);
- Latvian-Estonian-Russian cross-border cooperation program;
- Latvian-Lithuanian cross-border cooperation program.

Indicators

3.table. Indicators of achievements of strategic targets
Expected indicators for 2014-2020

Strategic target 1: "To develop innovative and creative projects!"
1.1. Attracting financial support
20 million EUR
1.2. The number of cross-border projects
5 big, 10 medium
1.3. Participation of participants in the projects 100%
Strategic target 2: "Being a platform of friendship!"
2.1. Partners of Euroregion
34
The territory of Euroregion is homogeneous
2.2. The number of people involved in the 1000-2000
project activities of Euroregion (in total)
2.3. Number of joint activities, exchange of 250
experience trips (in total)
2.4. The status of the visa regime
For residents of Euroregion a visa-free regime;
At border crossing "Green Corridor" is created.
Strategic target 3: "To promote the best Euroregion!"
3.1. Marketing activities of Euroregion
Code of green horse and blue lakes, logo,
homepage, regional markets, exhibitions, festivals,
Olympics of Euroregion, patented technologies,
programs, and others. Events, indicating the
successful introduction of cross-border projects
and increase their awareness of the partners and
the stability of cooperation.
3.2. Social and economic indicators of The number of inhabitants remained;
Euroregion improved, the results show revival The number of tourists, the number of people
of border areas.
crossing the border increase;
Creation of new joint ventures;
Maintain and create new international routes of
passenger traffic;
Established joint tourist routes.
3.3. Representation in international
Euroregion - member of the European association.
organizations of Euroregion improved
Representatives of Euroregion are presented in the
highest national and European level.
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5 PRIORITIES 2020

Euroregion "Country of Lakes' priorities for 2020:







Good public governance
Cultural heritage
Social inclusion
Small and medium entrepreneurship
Capital of nature
Mobility and sustainable transport

Strategic design concepts have been developed for each priority.
Euroregion "Country of Lakes" projects in 2014 and 2020 will be prepared in the fields, according to
the EU Territorial Cooperation Programme objectives and priorities (see scheme).

4.scheme.
Compliance priorities of Euroregion "Country of Lakes" with thematic
objectives of the Latvian-Lithuanian-Belarusian and Latvian-Lithuanian CBC programs
for the period 2014 to 2020 (drafts of documents)
LV LT BY
objectives
of the
program

Support for
good
governance
at local and
regional
level

Promotion
local
cultural
and
historical
heritage

Promotion
of social
inclusion
and
reduction
of poverty

Entrepren
eurship
and SME
development

Improving
security and
border
crossing
infrastructure

Environmen
tal
protection
and climate
change
adaptation

Euroregion
"Country
of Lakes"
priorities

Good
public
governance

Cultural
heritage

Social
inclusion

Small and
medium
entrepreneurship

Mobility
and
sustainable
transport

Capital of
nature

LV LT
objectives
of the
program

Improved
quality of life
as a result of
efficient public services
and administration

Social
inclusion as
precondition
of territorial
development

Improvement of
employment and labor
mobility

Sustainable
and clean
environmen
t as a result
of cooperation
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5.scheme.

Priorities and project concepts of Euroregion "Country of Lakes"
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6 STRATEGIC PROJECTS
On the basis of the amount by which projects were implemented in the previous period, in the period
2014 to 2020 is planned to implement projects for 20 million Euro., including to attracting at least 85%
of the territorial cooperation programs and other sources of funding.

Name of project
1. Multifunctional, sustainable transport
Development of transport system of railway, vehicles, bicycles
to types of tourist transport by water, air. The project to clean
up a network of roads in each partner municipalities, improving
accessibility projects. Improving access to shorelines - access
roads, hiking trails, bike paths.
(1,8 million EUR)
2. Bike mobility
Continuation of the project Exciting cycling at a new level cycling routes, bike infrastructure, organization and training of
cycling.
(2 million EUR)
3. Mobile application "Baltic Country of Lakes"
Improvement of the information environment, the availability
of information in the Internet, the development of mobile
applications for better planning of traffic, passenger traffic, and
individual travel routes, and popularize the tourist offer of
Euroregion.
(0.8 million EUR)
4. Gadget Get
Reduction of social stratification caused by the development of
ICT, learning and getting acquainted in daily using modern
means of communication and information. Non-formal
education programs for different target groups entrepreneurs, self-employed individuals, households,
representatives of local government and public services.
(1,5 million EUR)
5. "Green Corridor" Baltic Country of Lakes
Improving the infrastructure of border checkpoints, fast and
modern border crossing LT-LV-BY. Bringing order to border
checkpoints, access roads and services.
(6 million EUR)
6. Project of markets
Creation of market system for the production of domestic
producers, farms and cfartsmen, for the development of
regional products and learning to trade, thus contributing to
the region's economy. (3 million EUR)
7. The project of spare time
Promoting healthy and active lifestyle. Expansion of the
favourite tourist sites new niche product, the necessary

Programs and activities, which
corresponds to the project
(keywords)
Transport, energy-efficient
transport, mobility, security, access
to services, employment,
cooperation towns and villages,
tourism and training.

Transport, energy-efficient
transport, mobility, security,
tourism, education, community
involvement.
ICT, training, transport, public
space, tourism.

ICT training, information society,
social inclusion, entrepreneurship
and SMEs.

Transportation, border, ICT
development services.

Crafts, education, cultural heritage,
marketing places.

Sport, culture, promoting health,
lakes, public space, social inclusion,
involvement of the population.
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Name of project
infrastructure, landscaping.
(2 million EUR)
8. Project of waters
It is brand project of Euroregion "Country of Lakes". The project
based on the natural advantages of Euroregion "Country of
Lakes" - pleanty of natural waters - lakes and rivers. The project
is to improve the availability and use of lakes and rivers of
Euroregion, from tourism and public space (waterfronts) to
local economic activities (fish resources, flax, etc.).
(2,4 million EUR)
9. The project of city parks
Planning, reconstruction and maintenance of urban public
space (parks, plantations, coastlines). Traditional planning of
landscape of parks and use of presented unconventional and
innovative ideas - the park of culture, sports park, gardens and
cultivation of healthy foods. Synthesis of knowledge and
exchange of experience.
(1.5 million EUR)
10. The project of camping
Extended offer of accommodation, developing sustainable
solutions for municipalities and rural entrepreneurs, including
developing campsites. As part of the project are listed in order
of the shore of lakes and rivers, natural areas and created
infrastructure (infrastructure for walking, entrance, of fishing,
traffic and sports in the open air, games and cultural activities),
as well as organizing events.
(1.8 million EUR)
11. Olympic Games of Euroregion
Within the project is strengthened cooperation between Latvia,
Lithuania, and Belarus, organizing competitions of different
sports, both summer and winter - "Olympic Games" Country of
Lakes, incl. Paralympic Games.
(1.2 million EUR)
12. Cool Tour
The project to enhance the cultural life of Euroregion, while
popularizing cultural tourism offer of Euroregion and a special
cultural heritage of each partner and culture programs. Within
the project will be organized three major festivals (in each
country), established routine culture and put in order the
infrastructure of cultural institutions and cultural education.
(1 million EUR)
13. Guild of Social Workers
Social workers - those people who are in daily direct contact
with the poor, disabled children and various other not enough
protected target groups and organize help. Social problems are
relevant in each self-government and many of partners of
Euroregion have already good experience. The project realized
and to know practical examples of social assistance will be

Programs and activities, which
corresponds to the project
(keywords)

Sport, culture, tourism, health
promotion, lakes, public space,
plantings, marketing, SME

Public space, parks, plantings,
towns, healthy lifestyle, community
involvement.

Tourism, healthy lifestyle, public
space, water.

Sports, hiking, water sports, healthy
lifestyles, community involvement.

Cultural tourism, marketing places,
culture, community involvement.

Social work, continuing education,
community and professional
organizations, social rehabilitation.
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Name of project
addressed international cooperation at the borders, and
measures were taken to raise the profile of social workers.
(1 million. EUR)
14. Social Enterprise
The project to improve the welfare and employment of lowincome people and people with special needs, contributing to
the creation of social enterprises interested local
entrepreneurs as patrons of social enterprises and training of
low-income residents the company's management.
(1.2 million EUR)
15. The project for seniors
Inclusion in communities processes of middle-aged and elderly
- continuing education, employment, health promotion and
various other community events to spend wisely, usefully
elderlies people time, as well benefit in community life with
their life-experience, free time and transfer of knowledge and
skills.
(1 million EUR)
16. Ambassadors of success
Continuing to experience of Nature Therapy, Cured by animals
and Move for Life, in this project will be tested a new approach
- to activate the self-help groups, using success stories - people
who themselves have experienced a negative experience,
successfully overcome addiction, recovered after a serious
injury and successfully return to society - After the success.
They will share their success, thus supporting the target group.
(1 million EUR)
17. Tails (1.5 million EUR)
The development of natural therapy services. Development of
new tourism products niche together with professional
associations and domestic animals, clubs, institutions, health
and sports.
18. Community-based day care centres or "Addict free" (1,2
million EUR)
The project fighting alcoholism and other addictions, to support
members of Euroregion "Country of Lakes" in the dissemination
of models of health behaviour and practices of successful
rehabilitation.
The project will make investments in the infrastructure of day
centres, shelters, and sobering-up stations will facilitate crossborder cooperation between the services of the order, social
services, health care organizations and non-governmental
organizations.
19. Social housing "Social Building project"
The project will facilitate the exchange of experience between
participants of Euroregion "Country of Lakes" in the field of
urban planning, developing the ideas of social housing.
(1,5 million EUR)

Programs and activities, which
corresponds to the project
(keywords)

Social inclusion, employment, skills
of business, community, continuing
education, social rehabilitation.

Social inclusion, the elderly,
continuous education.

To promote health, social inclusion,
lifelong learning, social work

Care for animals, the public space,
promoting health, social inclusion,
involvement of the population.

People with addiction problems,
social rehabilitation, social inclusion,
public health

Social inclusion, planning,
construction, entrepreneurial skills
of social activities
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Programs and activities, which
Name of project
corresponds to the project
(keywords)
20. Green management II
Environmental protection, public
The project of knowledge about alternative energy, the choice health, environmental education,
of new solutions and technologies that do not harm humans community involvement.
and the environment, save resources, but it does not degrade
the quality of life. Working out vision of energy efficiency of
Euroregion.
Continuation of the GreenMan project.
(2,5 million EUR)
21. Green house
Environmental protection,
The project on using scientific and practical methods of environmental education, science,
alternative energy, the choice of new technologies and building research, planning, construction.
materials. The project, which will have already gained
experience in energy efficiency, in response to the European
policy in the field of energy and environment.
(2 million EUR)
22. MicroLight
Energy
efficiency,
resource
Geographically being in region, where most seasons is dark, conservation,
environmental
Euroregion will develop a large amount of investment for protection,
environmental
alternative approach - small solutions, by which is achieved education, small grants, society
tangible savings for residents. For example, the placement of involvement.
lighting in micro places (stops, school entrance, staircase,
parking etc.)., Sensors, water supply, lighting with motion
sensors etc. (1 million EUR)
23. Energy crops and materials "natural capital"
Innovation, regional economy,
The project will explore, enter and test the methods and environmental education, science,
technologies for business activity and households that would research, small and medium
justify the use of the advantages provided by nature (use of businesses.
energy crops (vine, hemp), use of sewage sludge, recycling
waste, uses water power, solar, wind. (0,9 million EUR)
24. Euroregion’s "Country of Lakes" building heritage
Architecture, cultural heritage,
The project for keeping regional traditions of construction, education, research, small and
most clearly expressed in rural settlements. Methods and medium businesses, community
approaches in preserving the cultural and historical heritage involvement.
and to continue building traditions, seeking innovative
solutions combining new construction materials, trends with
ancestral techniques, crafts. (1.5 million. EUR)
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7 SPATIAL DEVELOPMENT
A part of territorial development shows the role of Euroregion in firming transborder cooperation to
support complex development of territories in accordance with priorities of EU, cooperation and
exchange of experience on the local level.
A part of territorial development shows cooperation areas of Euroregion, functional connections and
interests involved in the context of EU priorities.

Future spatial structure

includes key elements and key functional spaces of territorial

development:
• Symbiosis of rural areas and towns;
•

Roads and border crossing points – “Green corridor”;

•

Lakes and nature values

- uniqueness of tourism and healthy living standards in the

Euroregion.
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6.scheme.

Euroregion’s future spatial structure

Symbiosis of rural areas and towns
Comparing to other euroregions, there - in the territory of Euroregion – a e no such cities, which
represents urban environment, urban culture. The main settlement structure of the Euroregion is
rooted in interaction between cities and countryside. Towns’ network of Euroregion consists of cities,
they interact (“feed” each other) with towns, and they – with vilages and rural communities. Every city
and country administrative locality take its niche (role) in Euroregion and this niche constitutes
member’s interests of corresponding cross-border cooperation projects.
Roads and border crossing points
Qualitative infrastructure of roads and border crossing points is one of the preconditions of successful
cross-boder cooperation.
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7.scheme.

Main transportation corridors in Euroregion “Country of Lakes"

The territory of Euroregion is crossed by international motorways:
 Western Eastern motorway E22/A12 “Jekabpils-Rezekne-Ludza-Russian border (Terehova)” in the
territory of Latvia, which continues as M9 “Moscow-Riga” in the territory of Russia;
 Western Eastern motorway A6 “Riga-Daugavpils-Kraslava-Belarussian border (Paternieki)” in the
territory of Latvia and P20 “Vitebsk-Polotsk -Riga” in the territory of Belarus;
 Western Eastern motorway P69 “Daugavpils-Skrudaliena-Belarussian border (Selene) in the
territory of Latvia and P3 “Braslaw-Daugavpils” in the territory of Belarus;
 North South motorway E262/A13 “Russian border (Grebnevo)-Rezekne-Daugavpils-Lithuanian
border (Medumi)” in the territory of Latvia and E262 / A6 “Kaunas-Zarasai-Daugavpils” in the
territory of Lithuania.
Border cooperation should be worked out in order to improve infrastructure of the most important
border points between Latvia and Belarus:
 Border point of customs and sanitary control Paterinieki (LV) – Grigorovschina (BY) on the
motorway A6/P20,
 Border point of customs and sanitary control Silene (LV) - Urbani (BY) on the motorway
P68/P3.
Strategic projects “Green corridor”, “Multifunctional, sustainable transport”.
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Map “Natural structures” shows important nature values of Euroregion, at the same time – they
compile the uniqueness of the tourism in Euroregion.
In the period from 2014 to 2020 prior projects should be continued (as next stages of project idea) in
order to develop lake nad river usage, management of protected areas and development of natural
tourism.
Strategic projects “Water project”, “Free time project”, “GreenMan II”.

8.scheme.

Euroregion’s „Country of Lakes” nature structures
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8 ELABORATION OF THE STRATEGY
The strategy has been developed in close cooperation of the Latvian, Lithuanian and Belarusian
municipal administrations - Euroregion "Country of Lakes" participants. The strategy has been
developed using the approach, which was developed more than ten years of total experience of
cooperation (more - Chapter 2).
Participants of Euroregions – municipalities and administrates highly evaluate participation of their
partners, responsiveness and involvement in strategy planning of Euroregion “Country of Lakes” for
the next financial period as well as for prior cooperation in transborder projects.
Strategy work out was performed during meetings of nine thematic working groups in two-day
seminars, where representatives of three countries-participants of Euroregion took part, on transport
theme, ICT, business activity, education, culture, sports, environment, nature and society.
Special thanks to the working group in working out the Strategy.

Consultation on the draft strategy took place, involving all actors, working groups and on the Internet.
It was received more than 50 proposals. The proposals were evaluated in the workshop and of the
strategy.
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